
COMPOSITION SERIES FOR SIMPLEX SPACES

BY

general theory of composition series was iven in [S]. It was there
applied te the case o separable simplex spaces. The authers characterized
the sepable C-spaces and paially
spaces. We shall, here, eneralize and extend those resuRs.
The netations and definRions are those used in [1], [2], [S], []. will

always denote a simplex space. For a set P(F), we let er - be
the weak* close of and +=
EP(V) +. For q P(V), we shall denote by the unique maximal prob-
abity measure with resultant q. If V is separable, then is supported by
EP(V).
Let X be any topological space and p any topological propey. If a sub-

set G X has propey p, we ite G X and say that G is a p-subse$ of X.
(For a fl account, see [3, 3].) A propey p is inductive if for each non-
empty closed set F and each open G in X we have" G
F F. We say property p is srongly inductive if (1) p is inductive and,
given G, G open, F closed in X, we also have’

(2) G G X and G X imply G G.
(3) G G X implies G X.
(4) G F XimpliesG X.

For X max V, we shall consider the following properties:

(C) G c max V means tha elements of V restrict to continuous func-
tions on G.

(M) G max V if each net in G which converges to a point of G con-
verges to no other point of max V.

(n) (for n 2) G m V if each sequence in G which converges to
point of G converges to at most n points in max V.
Pgooswo 1. The properties (C), (M) a (n) are strongly inductive.

Proof. That (C) and (M) are strongly inductive is shown in [3, Prop"
4.3]. That (n) is strongly inductive is obvious.

If J a closed ideal in V, we let P(J) be the positivestates of J and EP(J)
be the pe states of J when we consider J as a simplex space in its own right.
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